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Social media has revolutionized the way citizens communicate with elected 
officials. Government continues to go to those who show up in person and 
now online. as well

America Lives on Social Media 

To enact policy change, you must go where the voters and influencers are to  
mobilize them. 

Social Media is Gaining Power on Capitol Hill

And 63% of those surveyed expect social media communications to replace 
phone calls and emails as the primary means of constituent engagement in 
the next 5 to 10 years.

AMP Handbook for Online Activism
Welcome to the digital battlefield.
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81%
of Americans have  

a social media profile.1

68%
of U.S. adults  

are on Facebook.2

62%
of U.S. adults get  

news on social media.3

A CQ/Roll Call survey revealed that 
75% of Capitol Hill staff believe 
between one and 30 comments on 
Facebook and Twitter are enough to 
“grab their attention on an issue.”475%
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1. https://www.statista.com/statistics/273476/percentage-of-us-population-with-a-social-network-profile/ 
2. http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/11/11/social-media-update-2016/ 
3. http://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/ 
4. https://info.cq.com/resources/just-a-handful-of-social-media-comments-can-grab-attention-of-congress-study-shows/ 

5. https://www.indivisible.org/guide/ 

The Left is Already Here

A progressive organizing group called The Indivisible Project is currently 
training 5,800 local groups (at least two in every congressional district) on 
the most effective ways to use social media to “defeat the Trump agenda, 
elect progressive leaders, and realize bold progressive policies.” 5

If the conservative movement does not adapt to the new ways of political 
organizing online, our groups (and our ideas) will become irrelevant.

Choose the Right Platforms to Maximize Your Influence

You don’t have to participate in every social media platform right away. 
In fact, doing so could get overwhelming! Keep it simple with one or two 
platforms that best meet your strategic goals.

TWITTER:
Best for communicating soundbites, streaming live video, 
and engaging with members of the press and policy 
influencers.

FACEBOOK:
Best for connecting with likeminded individuals in groups, 
creating an official presence for your conservative group, 
reaching the largest audience possible with longer posts, 
providing detailed feedback to congressional offices, posting 
short video content, and streaming live video.

GOOGLE:
Best for online alerts for a website, news storty or blog post 
that mentions a specific person or topic.

3
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How to Write an Effective Tweet

People tweet about everything, from venting about a frustrating commute to 
work, to sharing an interesting news article. To create an effective tweet, your 
post should be original, engaging, and typo-free. 

Tweets ae limited to 280 characters. This is enough space to communicate 
one thought at a time. Avoid trying to cover too much ground in a single 
tweet because it may confuse your audience and sabotage your engagement. 

According to best practices, image tweets normally get the most 
engagement, followed by text tweets, then hyperlink tweets. According to 
Twitter, people are three times more likely to engage with tweets containing 
videos and photos.6 A strong account will use a combination of all four tweet 
types to engage with their followers.  

When using Twitter, be sure to check your “mentions” often, and respond 
quickly to comments from other users. Interacting with the people reading 
your content is one of the best possible ways to build a loyal and engaged 
audience. 

Hashtags (#)

Hashtags are the lifeblood of Twitter. They categorize issue-relevant content 
to make it easier for Twitter users (especially activists, reporters, and 
politicians) to sort through tweets. You should generally only use up to two 
hashtags in a tweet. Anything beyond two starts to look “spammy.” 

6: https://business.twitter.com/en/basics/what-to-tweet.html 4

#ampFW is the official hashtag of FreedomWorks.

We encourage top activists to use it when tweeting lawmakers, reporters, 
and bureaucrats regarding key issues.

FreedomWorks is monitoring tweets with #ampFW. If you use #ampFW in your tweets, 
we will be able to find, promote, and track the tweets.

Whether you are thanking a member of Congress for their vote or work, voicing your 
opinion on how a member should vote, or calling out inaccuracies in the media, Freedom-
Works would like to support you as you push for less government, lower taxes, and more 
economic freedom.
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#ampFW is the official hashtag of FreedomWorks.

An Example of Effective Hashtag Use Include: 

Using Calls-to-Action

Your tweets should almost always include a call-to-action. After a person 
reads your tweet, what do you want them to do? Call their Members of 
Congress? Vote on a certain piece of legislation? RSVP for an event? Make 
sure each of your tweets has a purpose. 

An example of a strong call-to-action is below:

5

To create a hashtag, simply put a “#” symbol in front of a relevant word 
or phrase. Large events and conferences will often create their own event 
hashtags for attendees and reporters to follow. Live television events will also 
create their own hashtags to get real-time feedback from viewers.    

To maximize engagement with your tweets, use hashtags that already exist. 
Hashtags that are being used the most frequently are called “trending” 
hashtags, and Twitter keeps those updated on your Home timeline page.  
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Tagging Someone (@)

To engage directly with legislators, political influencers, and members of the 
press, you must tag their Twitter accounts in your tweets. Type their names 
into the search tab, and several relevant accounts will appear in the results. 

To make sure you are tagging the right person (and not a spam or joke 
account), look for a blue checkmark next to the name. This checkmark 
confirms that Twitter has verified the authenticity of the account. The user’s 
Twitter handle will be listed to the right of the blue checkmark. 

If you’re having trouble finding someone’s twitter account, do a Google 
search for their name and “Twitter.”

Once you have identified the individual’s Twitter handle, type the handle into 
your tweet using the “@” sign in the front. 

If you begin a tweet with a Twitter handle, it will only appear in the Home 
timeline of the person you tagged, and the Home timeline of people who 
follow both accounts. For example: 

@FreedomWorks Thank you for fighting for limited government, lower 
taxes, and more economic freedom!

If you want to tag someone, while also making it appear in the newsfeeds of 
all your followers, add a period before the Twitter handle, or add the Twitter 
handle later in the tweet.  

For example: 

.@FreedomWorks Thank you for fighting for limited government, lower 
taxes, and more economic freedom!

Thank you @FreedomWorks for fighting for lower taxes, less 
government, and more freedom!

6
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Tweeting Hyperlinks

Sharing hyperlinks is a great way to drive traffic to a news story or 
announcement. However, this is where the importance of your calls-to-action 
come into play. If you share the link alone without any context, it is unlikely 
that anyone will click through to read the story. 

To add a hyperlink, simply copy the URL from your internet browser, and 
paste it into the body of your tweet. Make sure there is a space between the 
URL and other text.

Here are some examples of strong hyperlink tweets:

Using Shortened Links

All tweets must be made in 280 
characters or less. Traditionally, 
hyperlinks have taken up a LOT of 
that space. There is some good news! 
Twitter now automatically shortens 
links to 23 characters. The link may 
not appear shortened before you 
publish the tweet, but the new 
23-character length will be reflected
in the character count.

Retweeting

Retweets are a way of sharing the tweets of friends and popular accounts 
that you follow. Twitter has a retweet button, which you can click and add 
personal commentary at the top of before tweeting it out.   
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How to Write an Effective 
Facebook Post

Your Facebook posts should always be original, engaging, and typo-free. The 
maximum length of a Facebook post is 63,206 characters, but your posts 
should be way shorter in length. According to best practices, the ideal length 
for a Facebook post is 40-100 words, paired with a shared hyperlink. 

The highest engagement Facebook posts include: questions, images, 
hyperlinks, and videos.

When creating content for Facebook, always include a call-to action. 
After a person reads your post, what do you want them to do? Call their 
congressman? Share a post? Read a news article? Make sure each of your 
posts has a purpose.

To maximize engagement, check your notifications often, and respond 
quickly to comments from other users. Facebook users want to feel like they 
are part of a conversation, rather than being lectured to.

8



Hashtags (#)

Hashtags are still relatively new to Facebook, but gaining in popularity. 
Hashtags help Facebook users find relevant content when they are searching 
by topic. If you are posting about a specific issue campaign or event, you 
should always use the official hashtag to help others find your content.   

To create a hashtag, simply put a “#” symbol in front of a relevant word or 
phrase without spaces. Like Twitter, limit your posts to a maximum of two 
hashtags. Any more than two will risk lower post engagement. 

Tagging Someone (@)

To engage directly with someone on Facebook, you need to “tag” them in a 
post. To tag an individual, type the “@” sign into your post, followed by the 
person’s name. Do not put a space between the “@” sign and the name. 

Facebook will automatically start displaying relevant accounts that might fit 
your search. When you see the individual you want to tag, simply click (or 
tap) the correct name. That person should now be tagged in your post. 

To make sure you are tagging the right public figure (and not a spam or 
joke account), look for a blue checkmark next to the name. This checkmark 
confirms that Facebook has verified the authenticity of the account. 

Posting Hyperlinks

To share a hyperlink on Facebook, simply copy and paste the website URL 
into the body of your post. Facebook will automatically load the link preview 
below your post. Once you see the link preview, you are free to delete the 
actual URL from the body of your post. (Don’t worry! The link itself will stay 
attached below the post.)

Facebook and Video

Want to exponentially grow your reach and influence on Facebook? Use 
video. 

Facebook videos reach 135% more people than image posts. 8  It is, without 
a doubt, the most engaging format on Facebook (other than live video). 
According to the content marketing website Buzzsumo:

The average video post in April 2017 reached 12.05% of the total page 
audience, just ahead of photos at 11.63%, links at 7.81%, and status updates 
at only 4.56%. 9 

99
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Facebook allows up to 120 minutes 
of video per post, but your videos 
should be nowhere near that 
length. For maximum engagement, 
aim for short videos, 2 minutes or 
less. 10

If you are posting any social media 
content (text, picture, or video) 
regarding a personal reason for 
supporting or opposing a specific 
legislator, policy issue, or political 
news story: tag your representatives 
and FreedomWorks in the post! 

Make DC Listen: Comment on Your Legislator’s Facebook  
Posts and Wall

To find your government representative on Facebook, type his or her name 
into the search bar at the top of your newsfeed. Facebook will automatically 
suggest relevant individuals to your search. Click on the name you were 
searching for, and Facebook will direct you to search results for that person’s 
verified public page, personal profile, and recent news coverage.   

When visiting your elected official’s Facebook page, be sure to “like” or 
“follow” the page to make new posts appear in your newsfeed. Scroll through 
their recent posts, and leave a reaction to them. To leave a reaction other 
than a “like,” hover over the like button and select one of the alternative 
reactions. 

Legislators frequently receive less than 100 comments on each Facebook 
post. If you write a comment under one of their posts explaining why you 
support or oppose a policy, trust us – their staff will see it.  

10

8:  https://sproutsocial.com/insights/facebook-best-practices/ 
9:  http://buzzsumo.com/blog/facebook-video-engagement-learned-analyzing-100-million-videos/ 
10: https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/character-count-guide 

We want to hear your stories. Additionally, send a link to your published 
video or post to: stories@freedomworks.org. When sending us your 
story, include the names of your congressional representatives. We’ll 
make sure they listen to your story too.
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What is a Meme, Anyway? 

A meme is an idea, picture, or catchphrase combined with an image. Social 
media users post memes as a trendy way of expressing a funny thought, or 
identifying a social irony. Think of a meme as one huge pop culture inside joke. 

Some popular websites to create memes on a computer include: 

Imgur - https://imgur.com/memegen 
Meme Generator - https://memegenerator.net 

Some popular apps to create memes on a phone include:

Mematic | Easy Meme Maker | Meme Maker Free

Sharing Posts

Similar to that of retweeting, sharing allows us to spread our message and 
the message of others in the conservative movement. Most posts have a 
share button that allows you to promote posts to your friends.

What Makes a Good Photo? 

Like video, pictures should always be well-lit and clearly focused. Think about 
what you are trying to capture with each picture, and the purpose will help 
you frame the shot. 

For example: If you are trying to document an event turnout, get a landscape 
picture of the entire room. If you are trying to highlight how many yard signs 
you distributed over the weekend, take a picture of all the boxes stacked up 
in your garage. If you are trying to share your door-to-door efforts, capture a 
photo of a fellow activist shaking hands with a neighbor. 

Strong photos will always tell a story. 
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We encourage top activists to use it when tweeting lawmakers, reporters, 
and bureaucrats regarding key issues.

12

Facebook and Twitter only recently launched live broadcasting capability, but 
the feature is catching on like wildfire. Twenty percent of all Facebook videos 
are now live-streamed, and for good reason.11  Live videos get three times the 
amount of engagement, compared to regular videos.12

According to best practices, live videos should be a minimum of 15 minutes 
for the most engagement.  

To Broadcast Live on Facebook

1. Open the Facebook app on your phone.

2. Tap the red video camera icon located under your status bar that says, 
“What’s on your mind?” 

3. Facebook may ask permissions to access your camera and microphone. 
Allow access to continue. 

4. Write a short description of what you will be streaming, to get your 
followers interested. 

5. To begin recording live, press the blue button that says, “Start Live 
Video.” You are now LIVE!

6. To end the live broadcast, tap the “Finish” button. 

7. Facebook will prompt you to publish a replay video. This will allow Facebook 
users to watch the video later, even if they missed the live broadcast.

Facebook and Twitter Live-Streams

To Broadcast Live on Twitter

1. Open the Twitter app on your phone. 

2. Tap the “plus sign and feather” icon at the top right corner of the screen. 

3. Tap the image icon on the bottom left corner of your post box. 

4. Tap the red circle to enter live broadcast mode. 



We encourage top activists to use it when tweeting lawmakers, reporters,
and bureaucrats regarding key issues.
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5. Twitter may ask permissions to access your camera and microphone.
Allow access to continue.

6. Write a short description of what you will be streaming, to get your
followers interested.

7. To begin recording live, tap the red “Go LIVE” button. You are now LIVE!

8. To end the live broadcast, swipe down and tap the “End Video” button.

Reminder: If you are posting any social media content (text, picture, or 
video) regarding a personal reason for supporting or opposing a specific 
legislator, policy issue, or political news story: tag your representatives and 
FreedomWorks in the post! 

We want to hear your stories. Send a link to your published video or post to 
stories@freedomworks.org. Be sure to include the names of your 
congressional representatives - we’ll make sure they hear your story too.



Now that you understand the fundamentals of social media, it’s time to put 
those skills to strategic use. 

To enact real policy change, conservatives must successfully organize around 
issues when they matter the most. By picking our battles and unifying our 
message, we can create a winning unified voice for good ideas. 

The Left has already begun coordinating its message on social media 
to advance Democrat policies and silence opposition. Allied groups and 
organizations are helping each other find individual stories, produce 
emotional videos and memes, and cross-promote all digital content 
throughout the entire progressive movement. 

This collaborative approach has given the Left a monopoly on emotion and 
storytelling – until now. It’s time for the conservative movement to answer back.  

Make it Personal

In today’s political climate, people are more interested in stories than facts. 
If you oppose a specific piece of legislation, record a video explaining how it 
will affect you personally. For example: a factory closing may eliminate your 
job; ObamaCare might be raising your premiums; school choice may give 
your child a better education; or lower taxes may help you pay the mortgage. 

Present your argument in a logical, but emotionally compelling way. When 
you publish your post, tag your representatives and relevant reporters who 
are covering the issue. Don’t forget to tag FreedomWorks in the post too!  

Amplify Your Message

Upload your video with a call-to-action for friends to share your post, use 
specific hashtags, and tag specific legislators. Continue encouraging your 
social media followers to share their own stories as well. 

Maximize your impact by picking a single target to share content with, 
whether it be a legislator or reporter. If you are creating a social media 
campaign to swarm a legislator’s Facebook or Twitter feed, let us know  
about it. Send your post link to: stories@freedomworks.org. 1414

Advanced Social Media Lobbying



Friend: I posted a video today on how regulations destroyed my  
small business. 

You: Did you share it directly with reporters? What about with  
your members of Congress and FreedomWorks? 

1515

Repurpose Your Grassroots Efforts

True grassroots activism takes time, and money. By repurposing your content, 
you will maximize the impact of every single action taken on the ground. 

If you are visiting a legislator’s office, always bring a friend to record video 
or take pictures of the interaction. If you are reaching out to a congressional 
office, use your Facebook page to let people know if their constituent 
services are timely and attentive. Let others know where the offices are 
located and what phone numbers to use, in case your neighbors want to 
make their voices heard too.  

If you are going door-to-door, get permission to interview supporters of your 
cause on your iPhone. Footage of local citizens speaking out can be turned 
into powerful political ads to run on local television.   

The possibilities are endless. Every participant in a grassroots activity 
should be documenting their actions on social media, and sharing it with the 
appropriate legislators and reporters. Think of pictures and video as a digital 
activism “receipt.” If you don’t have proof of your visit, and what was said, did 
it ever really happen? 

Encourage other activists to engage on social media. The more the merrier! 

Friend: We are going to the townhall tonight to ask a few questions at  
the microphone. 

You: Is anyone taking video? Who is going to live tweet the event? 

Friend: We are putting yard signs up around town today!  

You: Is anyone taking pictures? 

Friend: You won’t believe the response I got from this congressional 
office. They totally snubbed me.  

You: Are you going to post about their reaction on Facebook? 



To Set Up Google Alerts 

1. Open your web browser and type “alerts.google.com” into your URL bar.

2. You will be taken to the Google alerts homepage. If you are not already 
signed in, tap “Sign In” in the top right corner.

3. You will need a Google account to use Google alerts. If you have one, 
sign in now. If you don’t, view the YouTube 101 instructions on how to 
create a Google Account.

4. When you are signed in, you should be returned to “ alerts.google.com.”

5. You will see a list of all your alerts. If you already have alerts, you can 
click the trash can to the right of the alert to delete them, and the pencil 
to edit them.

6. Click the gear to the right of “My Alerts” to control the delivery of emails 
for your alerts. You have two options here:

a.  You can set a specific time for your alerts to be delivered.

b.  You can check a box to have all your alerts delivered in one  
digest email.

7. To create a new alert, type the desired search term in the search box. 
This box works the same as a regular Google search, so you can use the 
same tricks to narrow down your alert. For example:

a. Using quotes around your search term will return an 
exact search.

1616

Stay Informed with Google Alerts

Google alerts are email notifications (sent by Google) to alert you every time 
a website, news story, or blog post mentions a specific person or topic. These 
alerts will ensure that you always stay in the loop on time-sensitive policy 
battles and congressional activity. 

You can set up Google alerts for the name of your local conservative group, 
as well as the names of your elected representatives.
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b. Using a minus sign in front a word in your search term will  
return only results that DON’T include that word.

c. You can use an asterisk to replace unknown words.

8. When you enter your search term, Google will display an alert preview in 
the box below.

9. Beneath your search term, click the button that says, “Show Options.”

10. Set the following options for your alert:

a. How often: How often you will receive emails from this alert.

b. Sources: Specify, for example, if you only want to receive  
alerts from blogs, news sites, or only video alerts.

c. Language: What language the alerts should be in.

d. Region: What region you want alerts from (leave as “Any  
Region” if you want all results).

e. How Many: Choose whether you want all results, or only the  
results Google thinks are best.

f. Deliver to: If you have more than one email address linked  
with your account, select which email address you want to 
receive the alerts.

11. Click “Create Alert” and your alert will be added to your list!

Become a Digital Grassroots Leader 

Educate your peers on the fundamentals of social media with your own AMP 
Training Book.  

This social media training program can also be downloaded at www.
AMPTrainingBook.com.



Select what social media platforms best meet your strategic goals 

Twitter: best for communicating a short opinion, 
streaming live video, and engaging with members of the 
press and policy influencers.

Facebook: best for connecting with likeminded 
individuals in groups, creating an official presence for 
your conservative group, reaching the largest audience 
possible with longer posts, providing detailed feedback 
to congressional offices, posting short video content, and 
streaming live video.

Create your accounts according to social media best practices

Connect with friends and allies

Log into your social media accounts daily to:

Check notifications

Read and comment on the latest posts in your feed

Encourage others to share your story, and post their own 

18

1

2

3

4

Notes:

Notes:
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AMP Checklist
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Publish engaging posts, images, and videos 

Tag reporters, your elected officials (and FreedomWorks) 
in issue-relevant posts

Use popular hashtags to help likeminded individuals and 
reporters find you

Email a link to your emotionally-compelling stories to: 
stories@freedomworks.org 

Select a timely policy battle to drive your first advanced social 
media lobbying campaign

Encourage your friends and fellow activists to help driving 
social media campaigns

Set up Google Alerts for your local conservative group and 
elected representatives

Educate your conservative peers on the fundamentals of social 
media. Learn more at www.AMPTrainingBook.com. 

Have fun! Social media shouldn’t be all politics. Wish a friend happy 
birthday, share a funny story, or post a photo of your new puppy. 

Notes:

Notes:

5

6

7

8

9
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Twitter is one of the fastest and most cost-effective ways to distribute a 
message to an unlimited community of people. If used correctly, Twitter 
activists can communicate directly with prominent political leaders, 
journalists, and other policy influencers.  

Reporters use Twitter to gauge public opinion, find sources, and monitor live 
events. Politicians at every level of government use Twitter to connect with 
constituents and get feedback on their latest initiatives. 

If you’re looking to drive messaging and mobilize activists rather than 
pushing in-depth issue discussions, Twitter is the platform for you. 

Got 5 Minutes? Start Using Twitter

CREATE A TWITTER ACCOUNT ON A COMPUTER: 

Twitter 101

20

1. Open the “App Store” on your iPhone by tapping the icon. 

2. Type your name, cell phone number, and an original password into the 
prompt boxes. (Make sure to write your password down somewhere 
safe!)

3. Click the “Sign Up” box to continue.

4. Check your cell phone for a text message with a verification code. Enter 
the verification code in the box provided.

5. Click the “Sign Up for Twitter” box to continue. 

6. Create an original username – also known as a Twitter “handle” – using 
fewer than 15 characters. This will be your primary identifier on Twitter, 
so make it a good one! If Twitter says your preferred username is taken, 
try adding some numbers or other creative details that will make your 
account name unique.

7. Click the “Create My Account” button to continue.
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8. Twitter will automatically take you to your home profile page. Now it’s 
time to start adding more information about you! 

9. Begin to edit your profile by clicking on your name, located on the top 
left margin of the screen.

10. Click “Edit Profile” at the top right margin of the page.

11. Add a profile photo by clicking on the “Add a Profile Photo” camera icon 
inside the circle at the top left margin of the page.

12. Click “Upload Photo,” and select a picture from your computer. This is 
very important. Politicians and members of the media are more likely 
to take your comments seriously (and possibly interact with you) if you 
have a decent profile photo and bio. 

13. On the left margin of the computer screen, update your bio, location 
(so congressional staff can tell you’re a constituent), and website 
information. This can be a personal website, or the website for your 
grassroots group. Your bio must be 160 characters or less. Use your bio 
to let people know what issues you care about, what organizations and 
clubs you affiliate with, and other extracurricular hobbies and interests. 

14. Click the “Save Changes” button on the top right margin of the computer 
screen.

15. That’s it, you are ready to start tweeting!

CREATE A TWITTER ACCOUNT ON AN IPHONE:

1. Open the “App Store” on your iPhone by tapping the icon. 

2. You may have to sign in with your Apple ID credentials and payment 
information (it’s free though).

3. At the bottom, tap the “Search” button with the magnifying glass. 

4. Type “Twitter” into the search bar at the top of the screen. Press the blue 
“Search” button on the bottom right side of the screen to submit. 

5. The Twitter app should appear at the top of the screen. Tap the “Get” 
button to the right of the Twitter name and logo. 

6. The “Get” button should turn into a green “Install” button. Tap the 
“Install” button. 

7. Your iPhone will ask for your Apple ID password, or for fingerprint 
verification (aka. Touch ID.) One of these is required to complete the 
download. 
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8. After you verify the purchase, the app will begin to download on your 
iPhone. Now it’s time to create an account!

9. Tap the Twitter logo on your iPhone home screen. 

10. Click the blue “Get Started” button. 

11. Enter your name, and tap the “Next” button.

12. Enter your phone number, and tap the “Next” button. 

13. Your iPhone will text you a verification code. Enter the code into the box. 

14. Create a password with 6 characters or more. Tap the “Next” button to 
continue. 

15. Enter your email address, and tap the “Next” button to continue. 

16. Create an original username using fewer than 15 characters. This will be 
your primary identifier on Twitter, so make it a good one! If Twitter says 
your preferred username is taken, try adding some numbers or other 
creative details that will make your account name unique. Tap the “Next” 
button to continue. utton to continue. 

17. You have the option of adding interests to your profile. If you don’t 
want to, just tap the “Skip” button. 

18. You have the option of syncing your Twitter profile with your 
contacts. If you don’t want to, just tap the “Skip” button.

19. You have the option to share your device’s location with Twitter. If 
you don’t want to, just tap the “Skip” button.

20. Twitter will try to get you to automatically follow certain accounts. 
If you’re not interested, simply tap the green check mark to the 
right of “You May Be Interested In,” and tap the “Continue” button.

21. You have the option of having Twitter notifications pop up on your 
iPhone screen. If you don’t want to, just tap the “Skip” button.

22. Twitter will automatically take you to your timeline. Now it’s time 
to start adding more information about you! 

23. Tap the person icon at the top left of the screen. 

24. Tap “Profile.” This will take you to your profile page!

25. Tap the blue button that says, “Set Up Profile.”

26. Tap “Upload Photo,” and select a picture from your computer, or 
take a picture now. Tap the “Next” button to continue. 

22
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CREATE A TWITTER ACCOUNT ON AN ANDROID:

1. Open the “Play Store” on your Android by tapping the icon on your 
phone screen. 

2. If this is your first time using Play Store, you may have to sign in with 
your Google credentials and payment information.

3. Tap the search bar at the top of the main screen, and type “Twitter” into 
the search bar.

4. Twitter should appear in the search results. Tap the Twitter name and 
logo to continue.

5. This should bring you to Twitter’s Play Store page. Tap the green “Install” 
button to continue.

6. Twitter may ask for permissions before continuing. Click the green 
“Accept” button to continue.

7. The app will begin to download on your Android. Now it’s time to create 
an account!

8. When the app finishes installing, tap “Open.”

9. Tap “login” at the bottom of the screen if you already have a Twitter 
account. Otherwise, tap “Get Started.”

10. Enter your name.
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27. Next, create a bio. Your bio must be 160 characters or less. 
Use your bio to let people know what issues you care about, 
what organizations and clubs you affiliate with, and other 
extracurricular hobbies and interests. Tap “Next” to continue. 

28. You have the option of adding your birthday. If you aren’t 
interested, tap the “not now” button at the bottom left of the 
screen.

29.  Next, add your location. Tap “Next” to continue.

30. Next, tap “See My Profile.”

31. If you want to make additional changes to your profile picture, bio, 
location, or website information, tap the “Edit Profile” button at 
the top right side of the page. Make changes there, and make sure 
to tap the “save” button before exiting.

32. That’s it, you are ready to start tweeting! 
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11. Enter your phone number, or tap “Use Email Instead” and enter your 
email address.

12. Enter your password.

13. If you did not enter your phone number before, you’ll be prompted for it 
now. You can enter it, and Twitter will text you a verification code. When 
you receive that text, enter the code at the next screen. 

14. Enter your username. Tap “Let’s Go!”

15. You’ll be prompted to enter your interests. Add at least one interest and 
tap “Continue.”

16. You’ll be prompted to share your location. Tap either “Yes, Share 
Location” or “Skip for Now.”

17. Twitter will make a list of recommendations of people to follow. Select 
any of the recommended people you want to follow, and tap “Follow…” 
or “Continue”

18. You’re now on Twitter! Now it’s time to start adding more information 
about you.

19. Tap the icon with three horizontal lines at the top left of the screen. 

20. Tap “profile.” This will take you to your profile page.

21. Tap the button that says, “Set Up Profile.”

22. Tap “Upload Photo,” and select a picture from your computer, or take a 
picture now. Tap the “Next” button to continue. 

23. Next, create a bio. Your bio must be 160 characters or less. Use your bio 
to let people know what issues you care about, what organizations and 
clubs you affiliate with, and other extracurricular hobbies and interests. 
Tap “Next” to continue. 

24. You have the option of adding your birthday. If you aren’t interested, tap 
the “Not Now” button at the bottom left of the screen. 

25. Next, add your location. Tap “Next” to continue. 

26. Next, tap “See My Profile.”

27. If you want to make additional changes to your profile picture, bio, 
location, or website information, tap the “Edit Profile” button at the top 
right side of the page. Make changes there, and make sure to tap the 
“Save” button before exiting.

28. That’s it, you are ready to start tweeting!



Facebook 101

While Twitter is an important platform to interact with opinion leaders and 
influencers, America lives on Facebook. An unrivaled 79% of all online U.S. 
adults have a Facebook account, compared to Twitter’s 24%.  

Politicians at every level of government use Facebook to reach their 
constituents on a personal level. There is a much larger word limit on 
Facebook posts, which allows politicians and activists to explain their issue 
positions in-depth and on-the-record. 

Facebook also moves at a slower pace than Twitter, which makes it 
the preferred platform for people who want to have more leisurely and 
substantive exchanges with each other. 

Got 5 Minutes? Start Using Facebook
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On a computer:

1. Open your internet browser, and type “facebook.com” into the address bar. 

2. In the sign-up form on the right side of the page, enter your first name, 
last name, email address, password, birthday, and gender. 

3. Click the green “create account” button to continue. 

4. Facebook will send a verification email to the email address you provided. 
Check your email and click the link to activate your new account. 

5. You officially have a Facebook account! Now it’s time to add a profile 
picture and add some personal details to your profile. 

6. To add a profile picture, click the camera button on the top left side of 
the screen that says, “Update Profile Picture.” Select a favorite picture of 
yourself from the photos on your computer, and crop it appropriately for 
the square frame. 

7: http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/11/11/social-media-update-2016/ 

CREATE A FACEBOOK ACCOUNT
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On an iPhone:

1. Open the “App Store” on your iPhone by tapping the icon. 

2. If this is your first time using the App Store, you may have to sign in with 
your Apple ID credentials and payment information.

3. At the bottom of your phone screen, tap the “Search” button with the 
magnifying glass. 

4. Type “Facebook” into the search bar at the top of the screen. Press the 
blue “Search” button on the bottom right side of the screen to submit. 

5. The Facebook app should appear at the top of the screen. Tap the “Get” 
button to the right of the Facebook name and logo. 

6. The “Get” button should turn into a green “Install” button. Tap the 
“Install” button. 

7. Your iPhone will ask for your Apple ID password, or for fingerprint 
verification (aka. Touch ID.” One of these is required to complete the 
download. 

8. After you verify the purchase, the app will begin to download on your 
iPhone. Now it’s time to create an account!

9. Tap the Facebook logo on your iPhone home screen. 

10. Tap “Sign Up for Facebook.” 

11. Tap “Get Started” to continue.

12. Enter your mobile phone number or email address. 

13. Next, enter your name, password, date of birth, and gender. 

14. Follow the on-screen instructions from Facebook to confirm your email 
address or mobile phone number. 

15. You officially have a Facebook account! Now it’s time to add a profile 

CREATE A FACEBOOK ACCOUNT ON AN IPHONE:

7. To add personal details to your profile (i.e. location, work and 
education, hobbies and interests, relationship status, etc.), click the 
“Edit Profile” button at the top right side of your profile page. Edit 
information as needed, and save the changes before exiting. 

8. That’s it! You are ready to start searching for friends and writing posts! 
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On an Android: 

1. First, you will need to download the Facebook app. Open the “Play
Store” on your Android by tapping the icon on your phone screen.

2. If this is your first time using Play Store, you may have to sign in with
your Google credentials and payment information.

3. Tap the search bar at the top of the main screen, and type “Facebook”
into the search bar.

4. Facebook should appear in the search results. Tap the Facebook name
and logo to continue.

5. This should bring you to Facebook’s Play Store page. Tap the green
“Install” button to continue.

6. Facebook may ask for permissions before continuing. Tap the green
“Accept” button to continue.

7. The app will begin to download on your Android. Now it’s time to create
an account!

8. When the app finishes installing, tap “Open.”

9. You will see the Facebook login screen. Tap “Create a New Facebook
Account.”

CREATE A FACEBOOK ACCOUNT ON AN ANDROID:
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picture and add some personal details to your profile. 

16. To view your profile, tap the icon of three horizontal lines at the bottom
right corner of the screen.

17. Tap your name at the top of the screen.

18. This is your profile page. To add a profile picture, tap the camera icon
inside the square at the top of the page. Select a favorite photo from
your phone, or take one yourself.

19. To add personal details to your profile (i.e. location, work and education,
hobbies and interests, relationship status, etc.), tap the icon of a person
and a pencil at the top right corner of your profile page. Edit information
as needed, and always tap the blue “save” button before exiting.

20. That’s it! You are ready to start searching for friends and writing posts!
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10. If you’re creating a new account, enter your mobile number and tap
 “Next,” or tap “Sign Up With Email” at the bottom of your screen. Enter         
 your email and tap “Next.”

11. Enter a password and tap “Next.”

12. Enter your first and last name and tap “Next.”

13. Enter your date of birth and tap “Next.”

14. Select your gender and tap “Next.”

15. Tap “Sign Up” to accept the terms of service.

16. Facebook will email or text you a confirmation code. When you receive          
 this, enter it in the box and tap “Confirm.”

17. Your account is now created! You will be given the option to take a 
 photo, upload a photo, or skip this for now by tapping “Skip” in the top 
 right.

18. You can add friends from your contacts if you wish. Tap “Done” in the 
 top right of the screen.

19. You officially have a Facebook account! Now it’s time to add a profile
  picture and add some personal details to your profile.

20. To view your profile, tap the icon of three horizontal lines at the top 
 left corner of the screen.

21. Tap your name at the top of the screen.

22. This is your profile page. To add a profile picture, tap the camera icon
 inside the square at the top of the page. Select a favorite photo from 
 your phone, or take one yourself.

23. To add personal details to your profile (i.e. location, work and 
 education, hobbies and interests, relationship status, etc.), tap the icon   
 of a person and a pencil underneath your name. Edit information as   
 needed, and always tap the blue “save” button before exiting.

24. That’s it! You are ready to start searching for friends and writing posts!
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To create a group on your phone: 

1. Open the Facebook app, and tap on the icon of three horizontal lines at
the bottom right of the screen.

2. Tap “Groups.”

3. Tap the plus sign icon at the top right corner of the screen.

4. Follow the Facebook prompts to enter the group name. Tap the circles
next to all the friends you’d like to invite to the group. Tap “Next” to
continue.
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A Facebook group is a casual “digital meeting space” for likeminded 
individuals to interact with each other, express opinions, and share issue-
related content. Facebook groups can be public or private. 

To create a group on your computer:

1. On your Facebook feed page, click “Groups” on the left sidebar of the
screen.

2. Click the “Create Group” button on the top right corner of the screen.

3. Follow the Facebook prompts to enter the group name, invite friends,
and preferred privacy setting.

4. Click the blue “Create” button to continue.

5. Facebook will ask you to select an icon. This is a tiny picture that will
appear on the left sidebar of your home screen to help you locate the
page. After you select an icon, click “OK” to continue.

6. Now your Facebook group is created!

7. Click on your Facebook page, and update the “Description” section by
clicking on the “add a description” link on the right sidebar of the page.
This is where you should add a description of the group, along with any
rules you have for users (i.e. no profanity in the comments, etc.). Make
sure to click the blue “Save” button before exiting the page.

8. You have the option of adding your group location below the
description section. Make sure to click the blue “save” button before
exiting the page.

9. That’s it! You are ready to invite more group members, and start posting!

CREATING A FACEBOOK GROUP



More formal than groups, Facebook pages are an official representation of a 
political figure, product, organization, club, or business. Facebook pages are 
always public.

To create a page on your computer: 

1. On your Facebook feed page, click “Pages” on the left sidebar of the
screen.

2. Click the “Create Page” button on the top right corner of the screen.

3. Select the page type from the options on the screen. Enter the name of
your page, and click the blue “Get Started” button to continue.

4. To add a page profile picture, click the camera button on the top left side
of the screen that says, “Add a Picture.” Select a relevant picture from the
photos on your computer, and crop it appropriately for the square frame.

5. Next, update your call-to-action. When people find your Facebook page,
what do you want them to do next? Maybe you have a website for your
local conservative group, or an online petition for people to sign. Click
the blue “Learn More” button on the right sidebar of the page.

6. Add your website URL, and click “Add Button” to continue.

7. Next, you need to update the description of the page. Click “See More”
on the left sidebar of the screen.

8. Click “About.” Edit the page info, contact info, and description by clicking
“Edit” next to each prompt. Be sure to save all your changes before
exiting the page.

9. That’s it! You are ready to invite people to “like” the page, and start
posting!

CREATING A FACEBOOK PAGE
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5. Select a privacy setting and tap “Create” to continue.

6. Now your Facebook group is created!

7. Tap “About” to add a description of the group, along with any rules you
have for users (i.e. no profanity in the comments, etc.). Tap the “Done”
button to return to the group page.

8. That’s it! You are ready to invite more group members, and start posting!



To create a page on your phone: 

1. Open the Facebook app, and tap on the icon of three horizontal lines at 
the bottom right of the screen. 

2. Tap “Pages.”

3. Tap “Create Page.”

4. Tap “Get Started.”

5. Enter the name of your page, and tap the blue “Next” button to continue. 

6. Choose a category (and subcategory” from the options Facebook 
provides, then tap the blue “Next” button to continue. 

7. Add your website information and tap the blue “Next” button to 
continue. 

8. To add a page profile picture, tap the grey button that says, “Add a 
Profile Picture.” Select a relevant picture from the photos on your 
computer, and crop it appropriately for the square frame. Tap “Next” to 
continue.

9. Tap the “Visit Page” button to continue. 

10. To add more description and details to the page, tap the pencil icon that 
says, “Edit Page.” 

11. Tap “About” to edit your location, contact, and description. Be sure to 
save all your changes before exiting the page. 

12. That’s it! You are ready to invite people to “like” the page, and start 
posting!
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#ampFW
Remember to use  
the official hashtag  
of FreedomWorks.

Congressional Social Media Directory

Educate your peers on the fundamentals of social media with your own AMP 
For easy access to social media information on Members of Congress, you can 
download our latest edition of the Congressional Social Media Directory here: 
www.FreedomWorks.org/AMP-Directory




